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 Good morning, Councilmember and Committee Chair Kymberly Pine and Vice Chair 

Carol Fukunaga, and members Heidi Tsuneyoshi and Tommy Waters.  Thank you for the 

invitation to present to this committee on the subject, “Balancing the Visitor Boon.”  I had to 

look up the word “boon,” just to make sure, but reassuring myself that it is “a thing that is 

helpful or beneficial” according to Google (ugh),1 permit me to comment briefly on Hawaii 

tourism economics.   I shall not read this commentary completely but submit my remarks for the 

public record and attach a PowerPoint slideshow as a PDF to highlight the relevant economic 

data along with some of my inferences.   

 

Honolulu as an urban tourism destination faces a basic problem.  In restricting the growth 

of productive capacity over the years (lodging units), Honolulu’s mostly urban tourism 

destination resort areas have grown crowded and heavily utilized with high and rising real room 

rates.  Adjusted for inflation, real hotel receipts on a General and Excise and Use Tax basis, for 

Honolulu, have growth over the last forty years, but for the last thirty years total tourism receipts 

have not risen in real terms.  Restrictions on lodging capacity have benefited the lodging industry 

disproportionately, and this protectionism has augmented market power consolidated through 

mergers and acquisitions among global lodging brands.  These are not evil people, they are 

rational economic agents maximizing shareholder value in a vigorously contestable global travel 

and tourism marketplace.  Giving them market power by restricting capacity is on the City.   

 

Most recently, computer and smartphone apps have lowered the barrier to entry for 

individual homeowners and households interested in participating in lodging services provision 

on tourism’s “supply side.”  The same apps have lowered search and matching costs for tourists 

on the “demand side.”  An increase in supply—undocumented vacation rentals in search of a 

pathway to citizenship, so to speak—has accommodated recent increase in demand (during the 

2010s, specifically).  Nevertheless, it remains true that Oahu’s visitor plant inventory largely has 
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remained unchanged for more than thirty years.2  Between 2009, at the end of the Great 

Recession, and 2018 Oahu visitor arrivals rose from about 4 million to about 6 million.  In 1990, 

Oahu visitor arrivals were about 5 million.  Thus, Destination Oahu both went Back To The 

Future while boldly going where Oahu had not gone before, to mash movie metaphors.  Because 

tourism’s negative externalities—unintended, uncompensated costs—such as congestion and 

overutilization of public-access natural recreational resources, or plucking “victims” off 

mountain peaks for no reason other than Google Maps showed them how to get there and how to 

fall off, are non-linearities.  The social costs of additional tourists rise faster than the social 

benefits once a congestion threshold is reached.  We do it for the money.  If we could do it 

virtually while they sit at home wearing 3-D goggles, that would be even better.  For now, we 

invite them to fly here and stay a while while we sell them goods and services. 

 

 

Figure 1:  Annual Oahu visitor arrivals (intending to stay overnight or longer) 

 

 

 
 
Sources: Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/), annual data 

compiled from monthly data and trend regression estimated by TZ Economics. 

 

 

 Constant-dollar tourism receipts statewide have not grown for thirty years while the 

statewide visitor count has risen by 50 percent.  This outcome—“more visitors, not more 

dollars”—would seem to be the opposite of what policy-makers aspired to thirty years ago.  It’s 

fair to ask how that turned out and the answer is not that great.  On net, neither of Honolulu’s 

(Oahu) pair of primary exports, the U.S. military and tourism, have grown since the late-1980s 

despite ups and down for three decades.  Nothing has emerged to replace or augment them 

materially as exports.  For an export-oriented, small open economy, by definition, this means that 

Honolulu per capita output and income could not have grown as fast as in a time when exports 

                                                           
2 See Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/visitor/visitor-

plant/). 
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were growing, for example, during the four decades from 1950-1990.  Since the mid-1970s, 

however, per capita real personal income on Oahu has subsided from 40 percent higher than the 

U.S. average to merely 10 percent higher than average. 

 

 With my colleagues UH Emeritus Professor James Mak and marketing professional 

Frank Hass, a UHERO brief entitled “Charting a New Course For Hawaii Tourism,”3 considers 

where Hawaii tourism has arrived and policy mechanisms to change its course.  My personal 

opinion is that falling per capita tourist outlays over time should not surprise anyone, for a 

variety of reasons.  Productivity growth alone could yield this outcome.  Each wave of new 

tourists from previously untapped origin markets eventually spends less than upon initial 

discovery.  Although my colleagues may disagree with me, one of my conclusions is that it was a 

mistake to begin constraining the growth of lodging capacity during the 1970s with Honolulu’s 

first ordinance setting a cap on lodging units.  Contemplating re-institution of caps on 

proliferating vacation rental units, to me, is déjà vu and seems unlikely to prove tenable, 

ultimately. 

 

 The challenge of managing tourism’s untoward outcomes—those associated with 

volumes rather than outlays—to my mind as an economist, requires a mix of reform of tourism 

governance structures along with pricing mechanisms designed to rationalize and modulate 

loading on everything from public roadways to open-access public recreational resources, 

including both in situ natural resources such as trails and produced resources such as parks and 

recreation areas.  Failure to use pricing, or more specifically, a universal price of zero, results in 

overuse, congestion, and environmental degradation.  Positive, dynamic (i.e. time of day), 

algorithmic pricing requires neither toll booths nor ticket-takers in a world in which everybody’s 

smartphone already is tracking their movements and generating rivers of metadata suitable for 

analytics and planning.  Pricing public resource access also sends a signal to private providers of 

recreational and other services whose profit-maximizing responses actually increase the supply 

of recreational opportunity.  Activities services-providers like Kuoloa Ranch or ubiquitous zip-

line providers on private property can reduce the loading on public recreational resources by 

offering superior and safer access and activities, but if the public charges a zero price, of course 

public resources will be overused.  Don’t tell me about poor people who can’t afford to spend 

dollah-tree-eighty to go hiking.  They just drove their Ford F-150 up the ridge to get to the 

trailhead when they could have been working:  they already revealed their preference to forego 

resources on recreation and selfies from the mountaintop. 

 

 It is also important to remember that ever since the residential condominium was 

invented in Honolulu during the 1960s, financial innovation in real estate and land tenure has 

been characteristic of both lodging and housing markets on Oahu.  Just because someone dislikes 

timeshare and vacation rentals doesn’t mean that public policy should be organized around their 

reluctance to keep up.  Fractional interval ownership as well as the hosting services providers in 

the emergent home-sharing industry have created new asset management possibilities for 

homeowners, owners of private property.  Not only are these innovations not going away, I 

imagine that they will merge and hybridize in the not-too-distant future while adapting to the 

expansion of artificial intelligence to completely change our quaint notions of mobility and 

                                                           
3 See https://www.uhero.hawaii.edu/products/view/616 and 

https://www.uhero.hawaii.edu/assets/ChartingANewCourseForHawaiiTourism.pdf.  
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habitation.  The dichotomization of “resort” and “residential” land uses, for example, embraced 

by and enshrined in city zoning ordinances, is an anachronism.  This compels us as a society and 

through our political leadership to embrace tourism governance reforms and to seek out better 

mechanism design in order to maximize tourism’s economic benefits while modulating and 

mitigating tourism’s external costs.  The blunt instrument of regulatory prohibition achieves 

neither, and historically has reallocated economic benefits of tourism from the public at large to 

special interest groups seeking to consolidate their market power.  Meanwhile, absence of 

credible enforcement threats undermines the City’s plans and ordinances.  It’s time for new 

approaches. 

 


